
Unlock New Levels of Data Center 
Efficiency & Savings in Your Health System 
with EGI Health’s High-Performance Data Center Solutions   

Today’s healthcare IT infrastructures are making rapid 
strides towards modernization—and as they advance, 
health systems must do the same. But with vast amounts 
of Electronic Health Records (EHR) and other sensitive data 
to securely store, track and manage, health systems often 
struggle to achieve agility. They require a solution to lighten 
the burdensome task of efficiently managing their growing 
data center resources. 

With flexible Data Center solutions from EGI Health, your health 
system can keep patient data protected and highly-available while 
still lowering costs and achieving accurate consumption tracking. 
Our Capacity On-Demand Management Services, along with our 
exclusive Charge-Back Program offered in partnership with Dell 
EMC, efficiently advance data center performance for health systems 
of all sizes.

Capacity On-Demand Management is a pay-as-
you-go model that delivers data center capacity 
in flexible increments for significant cost-savings, 
accurate accounting and real-time storage tracking.

The Capacity On-Demand solution also provides 
the option of internal Charge-Back to align the 
budgetary requirements of your health system’s 
IT Business and IT Finance departments.

One patient alone now 
generates almost 80 
megabytes in imaging 
and EHR data per year.1

This creates a clinical, financial 
and operational strain on health 
systems that must be addressed 
with advanced data center 
technology solutions. 

SOLUTION BRIEF 

•  30+ years of real-world healthcare 
implementations

•  Partnerships with 13+ leading 
technology manufacturers

EGI Health, a specialty practice of Ergonomic Group (EGI), is dedicated to 
serving the unique technology requirements of the healthcare industry with:

•  A full range of health system solutions, 
from the data center to the bedside

•  A results-focused, service-centric 
approach



CAPACITY ON-DEMAND 
MANAGEMENT USE CASE

•  Real-time automated data storage tracking for
14 separate projects.

•  Immediate provisioning, closing gaps between
demand and availability.

•  100% accuracy on all monthly/quarterly true-
up accounting exercises to date.

•  Coverage of all up-front costs.

•  Live data tracking for every GB sold and
provisioned.

When a prominent northeastern health system 
tasked EGI Health with elevating the efficiency of 
implementing data and server capacity in advance 
of usage needs while also providing accounting 
accuracy, it was clear that Capacity On-Demand 
Management Services were the ideal solution. 

With EGI Health’s data center solutions, the 
health system rapidly achieved:

Ready to optimize your healthcare data center? Visit 

www.ergogroup.com to see how EGI Health can help your health system unlock new data 

center efficiencies. 
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Simplified Management. 
Advanced Performance. 
Lower Costs.
EGI Health’s Capacity On-Demand Management 
services and Charge-Back Program provide health 
systems like yours with full data center capacity when 
you need it—not all at once. By licensing only what 
you need to cut costs without sacrificing scalability, 
your health system can:

•  Enjoy substantial cost-savings with advanced capacity
bulk purchasing for up to 12 months.

•  Reduce data center maintenance needs and expenses.

•  Recover all costs via total cost of provisioning capture.

•  Enable provision tracking of projects, end-users and cost
centers, and view summary reports for all data.

•  Achieve Software ELA consolidation and full accounting
of allocated licenses.

•  Purchase additional equipment with seamless,
automated re-stock order tracking.

EGI Health is one expert partner for all of your health system’s 
technology needs, from the data center to the bedside. With flexible, 
scalable solutions built for today’s changing technology landscape, like our 
Capacity On-Demand Management Services and Charge-Back Program, 
health systems can rapidly achieve the efficiencies and cost-savings they 
need in order to deliver the high-quality care patients deserve.

Seamlessly Optimize 
& Scale Your Health 
System’s Data Center 
with EGI Health  

1.  https://catalyst.nejm.org/case-data-scientists-inside-health-care/ 


